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WIP: Practice-Facing Equity Bifocals for University Makerspaces

[I’m thinking about... ] Nasir’s work on achieving equity through diversity, “successful learning contexts also attend to students’ need for a sense of belonging and identification” through the organization of the practice itself and the social interactions that occur [1]. How was this context not a place where this student felt he could ask which machine he could use? How does power, embedded in who gets to make decisions, play out in the learning processes of this student trying to tinker, build, or explore with the 3D printer? How was the identity of the student as a newcomer made even more visible by being yelled at in front of everyone? How does personality, emotion, and identity as aspects of development play out in the learning happening within a space where the culture is developing and led by a few people in power? These are some of the many questions this instance brings to mind. - Author, Oct. 2018

Background and Motivation

We have been engaged in ethnographic field work in university makerspaces for the past two years. The passage above is from field notes that document our initial connections between sociocultural theories on equity and the practices we were observing in the makerspace. As we wrote this memo, we used Nasir’s work as a guide toward crafting the kinds of questions that called attention to the things that felt significant in our observations. We notice that the literature guiding our understanding of equity in makerspaces is usually situated in the context of K-12 education and not oriented toward the design of university makerspaces. Thus, this paper offers an in-progress, practice-facing equity bifocals framework to help us: (a) make sense of the questions we come to when conceptualizing equity in university makerspaces and (b) name the design tensions present in university makerspaces.

The motivation for this work is based on the rapidly growing makerspace movement on university campuses with the simultaneous shift in enrollment of students from underrepresented groups in engineering degrees across the United States. How we conceptualize equity within makerspaces and in the field of engineering education is important as we engage in efforts to attract, retain, and sustain the success of students from non-dominant groups in engineering. But, conceptualizing equity within university makerspaces is an ongoing, large ask. We argue that we must first name the design tensions present in university makerspaces, to best position ourselves toward the design and implementation of equitable interventions in university makerspaces.

Approach

There exists a rich amount of literature on equity in makerspaces within the learning sciences community, but often it is situated in K-12 educational spaces [2]–[4]. Within the engineering education community, scholarship on equity exists [5] but is not often situated as a central research goal in makerspace research [6]–[8]. One body of generous scholarship on university makerspaces highlights the promise of makerspaces for engineering education [9], including opportunities to promote a growth mindset [10], to support community development as spaces run by students [8], and to develop leadership characteristics [11]. Often publications within this body of work conclude with calls to action to carefully consider the audience and who is included in the maker movement. It seems that another body of scholarship on makerspaces critically calls attention to the practices of makerspaces which may be inequitable. However, makerspace practitioners rarely engage or are engaged
in this type of work. There is an opportunity to bring together the generous and the critical to support the design of more equitable university makerspaces.

Different stakeholders within engineering education have different definitions of equity which are drawn from their lived experiences. The purpose of our framework is not to put forth a definition of equity we believe everyone should use, rather we believe the framework can help us structure conversations on equity in makerspaces through a shared understanding. Against this backdrop, our research is informed by Vossoughi et al.’s definition: “... equity lies in the how of teaching and learning: specific ways of designing making environments, using pedagogical language, integrating students’ cultural and intellectual histories, and expanding the meaning and purposes of STEM learning” [12].

While the focus of this WIP is not meant to be tied to the details of the university makerspaces we observed, here we offer some details on the makerspaces that were a part of this research. Our field work is with two university makerspaces both situated in different residential living spaces within a large research institution in the West Coast. The first author has been engaged in field work for two years with Makerspace A and for one year with Makerspace B, while maintaining an ongoing partnership with the makerspaces’ student and full-time staff. The nature of our research site is unique because after almost four years of Makerspace A being fully operational, it became a model for the university to build Makerspace B which is 10 times larger than Makerspace A (in terms of square feet). Makerspace A and B are about 20 minutes away from each other. The college of engineering supports both makerspaces and engineering courses are regularly taught in spaces. Both makerspaces feature common tools found in a makerspace like laser cutter, 3D printers, Carvey machines, vinyl cutter, sewing and embroidery stations, and soldering stations. Both makerspaces center student-staff and regularly offer introductory workshops on the tools in the space. Some examples of workshops offered in these spaces include laser cutting business cards, engraved mugs, and 3D printing basics.

**Contribution**

We propose an in-progress, practice-facing equity bifocals framework (Figure 1) to help the engineering education community conceptualize equity in university makerspaces. We then provide one detailed illustration (using data from our ethnographic fieldwork) that exemplifies how we might use the framework to (a) identify generous and critical interpretations of a makerspace and (b) discuss design tensions as seen in Table 1.

**Framework.** The first component of the framework is the perspective of equity [1], [12]. As we strive to design makerspaces where all participants can reach their full academic potential, we call attention to the value of becoming attuned to seeing practices and wrestling with how we might make sense of them through the metaphor of bifocals. The second component of our equity bifocals calls attention to both the generous as we honor the hard work that makerspace practitioners are already doing and the critical as we strive to design more equitable makerspaces. We then draw on the notion of a design tension, which does not identify a problem or a solution but rather refers to “a limited resource or choice across one or more criteria” [13]. The notion of design tensions helps us see university makerspace design decisions as situated within a larger structure of student experiences, stakeholder perspectives, and pragmatic possibilities. By taking a design approach we are better able to see what is and imagine what could be. An equity bifocals framework can help those
interested in exploring equity within engineering education to both see more clearly what is going on in university makerspaces (honoring the work through a generative lens) and make sense of the questions we still have to address in the ongoing effort to design equitable makerspaces (proposing future action through a critical lens). We offer this practice-facing framework while being cognizant of existing efforts makerspace practitioners are currently engaging in to promote equity.

![Figure 1. Equity bifocals as an analytical approach](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Makerspace Aspect</th>
<th>Generous Interpretation</th>
<th>Critical Interpretation</th>
<th>Design Opportunity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Safety and accountability</td>
<td>Exclusionary</td>
<td>Navigating design tensions to identify existing practices as assets or opportunity for growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Student-centered model</td>
<td>Networking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Self-directed learning</td>
<td>Lonely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A generous and critical interpretation of three university makerspace aspects

Illustration. Makerspaces, as sites of learning within engineering education, provide opportunities for new learning models such as self-directed learning. Makerspaces can provide students with the chance to become self-taught, to explore a concept they have been curious about, and to discover new topics. One generous interpretation of self-directed learning in university makerspaces is that it offers students a space where there is not an expert lecturing to everyone. One field note jotting that supports this generous read is:

Field note #9684: The tables and sitting area were grouped, encouraging team effort and peer evaluation and assistance. When sitting side by side or across from another student, learners are encouraged to discuss and ask questions from each other rather than being dependent on the expert.
Here, we notice an existing practice of the makerspace where tables are situated in a way that encourages collaboration and assistance across peers. Our practice-facing equity bifocals framework helps us making sense of this observation with an eye toward equity. One critical interpretation of the self-directed learning model is that it may feel lonely. Students who desire to learn about a topic could feel a lack of direction on where to start. Makerspaces, with the tools and people present, allow for students to explore a topic they may be interested in. Implicitly with this freedom may come the feeling of being unsupported or alone. In one of our field notes, we documented an observation of a student working in the space:

Field note #9: ...there was someone working for a while. She seemed to be familiar with the space, both because David didn’t ask her if she needed help and also because she was going back and forth from the machines to her work station.

This instance provokes us to think more about who is collaborating in the space, who feels comfortable asking for assistance, and how might we support those who enjoy working alone? The two observations we offer as examples above are starting points for thinking generously and critically about aspects of learning and equity within makerspaces.

From these observations, we might ask what if a student needed help but did not feel comfortable asking for help given the learning norms of the space? The design tension can be seen as a choice across criteria of supporting self-directed learning while recognizing that learning does not happen alone. By exploring this design tension through the lens of our practice-facing equity bifocals framework, we are better equipped to design learning opportunities that draw from the strength of different learning models while mitigating against potential pressures students have to work and learn alone in the makerspace.

**Significance**

If we have (as we do) a goal of proposing ways in which issues of equity might be addressed in makerspaces, it is helpful to first have a framework to guide our efforts. The in-progress, practice-facing equity bifocals framework we introduce in this work could help the engineering education community work from a similar language when discussing equity strategies, decisions, and implications in a university makerspace. We propose that with this practice-facing equity bifocals framework we are better equipped to make more judicious and intentional decisions in the design of university makerspaces as we seek ways of improving spaces to be more equitable.

The design challenge becomes how might we keep the positive implications of generous interpretations, while mitigating the negative implications that come with a critical interpretation that may cause inequities for students? In addressing this design challenge, we do not aim to find a balance between the two but propose a negotiation. Just as equity does not mean equality, a call for balance is insufficient as we strive to include more people in our spaces.

By taking an equity bifocal lens we are able to engage in: (a) naming the design tensions present in a university makerspace, while (b) honoring the contributions of makerspace participants and leadership in a generous light, and also (c) naming the critical as we seek to improve our spaces. Now, we ask what does it mean for others to put on their bifocals with slightly different views of equity? This journey toward equitable makerspaces is a collaborative effort with stakeholders who might have different views of equity [3] and this needs to be acknowledged. By naming the
kinds of equity issues that are at play through an equity bifocals framework, we might be better prepared to improvise and have impact on equity in makerspaces.

We end on a hopeful note as we engage in future work around equity and makerspaces. Building on the works of feminist scholars, we highlight collaborative, passionate reconstruction around the way we think about the future of university makerspaces. We propose further collaboration among stakeholders not yet considered and a call to action to stay with the trouble [14] of the difficult task that is conceptualizing equity within university makerspaces.
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